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ANNIE AND JOEY  
(ANČA A PEPIK)

Animated series for children, presenting the world of mice as resembling that of humans. The protagonists are two baby mice – Annie and Joey. Children can look forward to plenty of adventures, with elements of secrets and mysteries, in the seven episodes - detective stories taking place in Earsted Town near Spellbound Forest. The serial is designed for children over 8 years.

13 x 13’
© 2017, 2022
Director: Michal Žabka
Producer: Czech Television

THE COTTAGE ON THE HILLTOP  
(CHALOUPKA NA VRŠSKU)

A puppet series about Tomeš the Woodcarver and his three children – Mařenka, Honzík and Andulka. It is situated in the times when people lived in a much greater harmony with nature than we do today, and respected traditions. And so the woodcarver’s children take us through a traditional year in the countryside, with all the now almost forgotten festivals, old customs, crafts and field works connected with the crucial points of the four seasons.

26 x 7’
© 2008, 2013, 2022
Director: Šárka Váchová
Producer: Czech Television

WHO’S AFRAID OF THE DEVILS?  
(KDOPAK BY SE ČERTŮ BÁL)

The little devil Goofbal accidentally presses the "Happy Tomorrow" button and lands on Earth two hundred years later with his grandfather Blacksputter. They take refuge in a small castle in the woods, where an old devil teaches Goofball how to haunt and punish people for their wickedness. Grandpa is always ready to step in when the inexperienced and slightly confused Goofball finds himself in a tight spot. In the course of the story, the protagonists try to right the wrongs of children and adults who harm nature, cheat, brag to others, lie or steal.

13 x 8’
© 2021, 2023
Director: Jiří P. Miška
Producer: Czech Television
HONZA AND THE LAMB
(HONZA A BERÁNEK)

The shepherd boy Honza and a black little lamb set off on a journey to see the world. Together they experience all kinds of adventures on their travels. Thanks to their shrewdness, playfulness, resourcefulness, and bravery, they are able to handle any situation they encounter on their journey. They help save a water sprite from having to move from his pond, outsmart an evil witch, and save a princess in a mysterious castle.

7 x 8’
© 2020
Director: Pavel Kubant
Producer: Czech Television

SNOOZY THE BADGER
(JEZEVEC CHRUJDÁ)

The hero badger Snoozy from the forest is an inquisitive and friendly builder of underground tunnels, and when he finds himself in trouble, he has a bunch of real friends around him. Exciting stories about the need for friendship, about the fact that it is right to help the weak, not to be passive, and to experience new adventures.

7 x 8’
© 2022
Director: David Súkup
Producer: Czech Television

THE SMALLEST ELEPHANT IN THE WORLD
(NEJMENŠÍ SLON NA SVĚTĚ)

Animated series about a tiny elephant which has to survive in the vast world of normal elephants. He is helped by his little friend the crafty hyrax which, according to the atlas of animals, is a distant relative of elephants. The narrative excels in witty dialogue and amusing plots, based on everyday adventures and concerns that will be familiar to every child.

26 x 7’
© 2012-2022
Director: Libor Pixa
Producers: Czech Television, EALLIN (parts 8–20), Incognito s.r.o. (parts 21-26)
WHITE LADY THE BABYSITTER
(BÍLÁ PANÍ NA HLÍDÁNÍ)

Mrs. Black restores old paintings, Mr. Black is an officer on an ocean liner, and they have four restless children. Kids got kicked out of preschool because they flooded it during the games, and none of the nannies lasted more than an hour. Until Mrs. Black meets Mrs. White! It’s no wonder, considering that she’s actually the magical White Lady, a ghost from an old castle who doesn’t hesitate to use her full magical arsenal to calm down the unruly kids. A fact, Mrs. Black has no idea about babysitter power - because ghosts don’t exist, do they?

13 x 8´
© 2013, 2019
Director: Petr Friedl
Producer: Czech Television

LITTLE RAIN WORMS
(ŽÍŽALÁCI)

Stories about two young rain worms, who always crawl out of a hole after a shower and start carrying out their “great ideas”. Sometimes they tease each other, but mostly they have to help each other. Their problem is that the bird sleeping in a tree above them gets disturbed by their mischief and when it finally wakes up, the bird wants to catch them. But the little rain worms are nifty fellows and they always save their skins at the last moment by fleeing underground.

52 x 8´
© 2008-2022
Director: Jaromír Gál
Producer: Czech Television